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NewsTwo

The directors of FENSA have
reported the discovery of two
IT system anomalies dating
back years which have seen
installers receive two invoices
for the same job – and a
whopping 35,000 insurance
backed guarantees that
were paid for but never
delivered.
The double-billing issue will be

resolved by sending credits notes
and the missing IBGs will now be
sent – and a fund created to pay
off any claims made by house-
holders/policy holders.
The errors were discovered

whilst FENSA was overhauling
its administration systems. During
the review, it was found that the
computerised process by which
IBG providers should have been
automatically advised to create
a policy for a homeowner, had
not operated as it should.

FENSA has been quick to admit
that approximately 35,000
installations have been affected
since mandatory IBGs became a
requirement for competent per-
son schemes in 2014. Although
there have been no claims by
homeowners to whom IBG poli-
cies should have been issued, an
appropriate fund has been set
aside for any historical claims
that may be revealed through a
process designed to allow home-
owners to make a claim. Any re-
medial work required as a result
of claims being supported will be
carried out in line with standard
IBG policy terms and conditions.
The review also revealed that a

number of FENSA certificate reg-
istrations had been duplicated.
These relate to fees charged to
FENSA Approved Installers for
the registration of completed
installations and issue of FENSA

certificates to homeowners. The
sums duplicated will be credited
back to those affected. The total
number of duplications is said to
be less than 0.2% of registrations
completed since FENSA was es-
tablished. “When discovered,
the team immediately took steps
to resolve the problems and
provide appropriate support for
homeowners and FENSA
Approved Installers,” says Anda
Gregory, Chief Development
Officer for the GGF Group. “Our
remedial fund means that
no homeowner should be
disadvantaged.” i

FENSA Finds Failures –
Installers Charged Twice&
35,000 IBGs Not Issued

Leka Systems has launched
the new Leka Carport &
Canopy System. It can be
installed on an existing load-
bearing surface or concrete
pads, which saves time,
mess and stress.
It features Leka’s lightweight,

structurally sound GRP framework
that means no thermal bridging
or moisture absorption. It means
the system is robust and built to
stand the test of time.
“The system provides a durable,

lightweight and rapid construc-
tion alternative to more traditional
carport systems. It’s packed with
features and benefits that home-

owners and installers will wel-
come,” says Rhys Hoddinott, MD,
Leka Systems.
“Before, if a homeowner

wanted a carport or canopy, they
were looking at weeks of disrup-
tion to their home,” continues
Hoddinott. With this, it’s a simple
and easy decision that can trans-
form their home in just a couple
of days.”
Installation involves just five

steps. In most cases, it takes a
day or two, with no heavy
ground works. Firstly, GRP
adjustable posts are installed into
the correct locations, using feet if
necessary, to secure into place.

Next the main GRP ring beam
and roof structure are installed
into position, creating a strong,
robust framework. Then, light-
weight and load bearing outer
sheets are installed – with fewer
roof bars for quick installation.
A shingle or lightweight slate tile

finish is then applied. And
cladding of choice is applied. i

NewCarport &Canopy System
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Deceuninck has launched its
new Elegant window and
door system,which has been
engineered to maximise
thermal performance and
design reach, at the same
time as minimising stock-
holding.
Unveiled to the UK media
during a visit to Deceuninck’s
European state-of-the-art recy-
cling facility, Elegant is built
around i-COR, a modular ultra-
energy efficient outer frame,
which is available in three differ-
ent frame depths, a standard
76mm system, plus 84mm and
115mm options. Each frame is
compatible with five different
sashes including Elegant
Abstract, a sleek minimalist flush
sash option and ThermoFibra
Infinity, Deceuninck’s ground-
breaking glass-fibre reinforced
sash, which has a rebate of only
7mm, while achieving U-values
of as low as 0.88W/m2K.
Rob McGlennon, MD at Dece-
uninck UK, said that Elegant
represented a step change in

window and door performance
but also manufacture: “Our stan-
dard offer is the 76mm frame. If
you took that in isolation and dis-
regarded the 84mm and
115mm frames you can manu-
facture five different windows
including what we believe will
be a very popular flush sash
option, Elegant Abstract.”
McGlennon continued: “Fabri-
cators don’t have to hold masses
of stock. Production is easier
because outer frame dimensions
don’t change, so it’s less compli-
cated to cut, mill or rout – and for
installers they get their windows
quicker, in great styles, fabulous
messages on sustainability
and incredible thermal
performance.”
In addition to the Flush Elegant
Abstract and ThermoFibra
Infinity, Elegant is also available
in Infinity, which features a subtle
transition between the frame and
sash; Elegant Origin which has
a classic detailing; and the more
pronounced square chamfered,
Elegant Grando.

ThermoFibra Infinity employs
Deceuninck’s patented Thermo-
Fibra glass fibre reinforcement sys-
tem eliminating steel from the sash.
It combines this with Forthex,
Deceuninck’s extruded insulated
thermal reinforcement, which
maximises design potential with-
out the need for traditional steel
reinforcement using embedded
steel wires in a low-density
insulating foam core.
As strong as steel reinforced
windows but 30% more
thermally efficient with 40%
savings on materials and weight
ThermoFibra and Forthex are
also 100% recyclable. i

The FIT Show organisers have
announced that over 70% of
exhibiting space has
already been allocated for
its 23-25 May 2023 event –
which will be even larger
than the 2022 outing.
FIT Show 2023 at Birmingham
NEC will occupy three halls with

over 9,000sq.m of stand space
and comprise up to 280 brands.
2023 marks a full decade since
the UK’s only dedicated trade
show for the window, door, glass,
hardware and components indus-
try launched at Telford Exhibition
Centre.
The show will then follow a bi-
ennial frequency, placing the
show in Fensterbau Frontale’s ‘off
year’. The May 2023 edition will
be followed by FIT Show 2025
and return every other year there-
after.
The floorplan for FIT Show’s
seventh instalment has seen signif-

icant support from across the fen-
estration industry and includes a
number of heritage and new
brands who have joined the line-
up in recent weeks.
The FIT Show 2023 roster
includes stalwarts and returning
brands such as Cortizo, Brisant
Secure, Morley Glass & Glazing,
Made For Trade, Haffner, ODL
Europe and Glazpart. Debut
brands include Brett Martin,
MetsaWood, Security Doors Fac-
tory, AlloTools, Technal UK,
Caribbean Blinds, Atech Makine,
Kozza Raling and Schtec
Makine. i

Ultra-Energy Efficient New
Systems Unveiled

70%Of Space For FIT Show2023Allocated
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There are, of course, a
number of window and door
industry-related awards and
one or two that recognise
and promote excellence
amongst installers. FENSA
supports all of them and
some directly, writes the
GGF’s Tom Butler.

And of course, we encourage
any efforts to develop best
practice in this most crucial ele-
ment of the home improvement
sector of fenestration.

Richard Thorpe
Installation of the Year
But our own FENSA ‘Richard

Thorpe Installation of the Year
Award’ is unique in being
judged solely on the installation
itself, by the owner of the home
installed and the professional
judgement of the FENSA
assessor responsible for issuing
the FENSA certificate for the
installation.

The GGF’s Tom Butler explains why the Richard Thorpe FENSA Installation Of
The Year Award Is the one to watch – and indeed the one to win as the criteria
is the toughest out there, with over half-a-million entries a year.

FENSA Installation
Of TheYear Award
Is The One ToWin
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It is particularly prestigious
because the winner is drawn
from more than half a million
installations registeredwith FENSA
during the previous 12 months.

Five-star rating to progress
All installations carried out by
FENSA Approved Installers are
automatically entered into this
annual competition. To make the
final shortlist – from which the
ultimate winner is chosen – a
project must receive a Five Star
rating from both the homeowner
and FENSA’s assessor. Set
against these criteria alone, the
winner can be truly satisfied that
their award is justly and compre-
hensively deserved.

2023 judging
Judging is currently taking place
in anticipation of the 2023 event,
which has been renamed for
2023 in celebration of the life
and service of Richard Thorpe,
who was a highly respected
FENSA inspector from the
creation of FENSA in 2002, until
his untimely death in 2020.
Following a complex and ex-
haustive process, the winner will
be announced during the GGP
Installer Awards, which take
place on 16 March 2023, at The
Midland Hotel in Manchester.

A driver of excellence
Lis Clarke is Operations Director
for FENSA. She believes that the
FENSA award will provide even
more incentive for installers to
excel on every installation. She
says: “Through the criteria set out
by FENSA as part of its require-
ments for every FENSA
Approved Installer to maintain
their membership, we believe
that FENSA approved installers
will carry out every installation to
the best of their abilities. But
imagine the kudos of being able
to declare to every potential
customer that you have been

judged by homeowners and
professionals to have carried out
the best installation out of more
than 500,000 carried out
throughout England andWales.”

The best of the best
For the assessors, Dave Mechem,
who heads up the GGF’s inspec-
tions and auditing organisation
RISA, says that the task faced by
the judges is monumental but
very satisfying. He says: “Obvi-
ously the numbers are distilled by
the dual demand of a Five Star
rating from both the homeowner
and assessor. But this still leaves
thousands to sift through and
review. It is exhausting but
incredibly satisfying as we are
examining some of the very best
that our industry has to offer.
“The assessor’s report is impor-
tant of course. But ultimately the
rating by the homeowner is
crucial to this process because
the customer is king – the techni-
cal quality of the installation is
almost incidental if for any
reason, the homeowner isn’t
100% delighted.” i

Picture: Previous entrants
and winners of the FENSA
Installation Of The Year
Award.

www.fensa.org.uk
www.ggpinstallerawards.com

FENSA Column
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The Kate Ashley-Norman Wellbeing Column

We’re in for a bumpy ride
over the next 12 months
according to The Installer’s
wellbeing expert, Kate
Ashley-Norman. Even the
most resilient of us is going
to be feeling the heat.
As you balance the increas-

ingly impossible demands re-
quired when running a business
in the UK, I’ve outlined a few
fire-fighting techniques to help
you quell rising stress levels.
But before you skip to those, let

me just outline something about
stress you might not have previ-
ously known.
Cortisol is the most well known

of stress hormones. But a second
stress hormone is Oxytocin –
also known as the ‘cuddle’ hor-

mone because it urges you to
connect with others.
During stress, oxytocin is

released from the pituitary gland
to motivate social connection. It
encourages you to ‘reach out’ to
other people, seek support, help
and protect others.
This is one of the building

blocks of human beings as a
community.

A good heart
Oxytocin is also brilliant for
heart health, which defies the
common narrative that stress
causes heart attacks.
Your heart has special recep-

tors, absorbing the oxytocin, a
natural anti-inflammatory, which
in turn helps regenerate and

repair any damage sustained
during the period of stress. This
inbuilt mechanism for resilience
ensures that any stress response
automatically rebalances the
damage as a natural course of
stress.

All stress is about balance
Finding that balance between
the good, motivating eustress
and the more damaging, debili-
tating distress is really important.
Understanding, recognising

and changing your mindset
around stress will make a
significant difference to how you
will ultimately be capable of
balancing that stress during
challenging times.
In the meantime…

7 Top Stress-Busting Tips



Kate Ashley-Norman says that the next year is very likely to be big on stress.
Even those of us who think we thrive under pressure may need a few tips to
get through unscathed. Kate offers her 7 top tips for busting stress.
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1. Learn to eat that frog
The phrase ‘eat the frog’ was
coined by Brian Tracy. You
know when you have a task to
do that you keep putting off and
putting off? You have no motiva-
tion to do it and keep procrasti-
nating. Eventually that one task
becomes bigger and bigger and
occupies more and more of your
mind. The crazy thing is, it usu-
ally takes no time to complete
the task once its gone. So tell
yourself every time when some-
thing is looming over you – Eat
That Frog – just get it over and
done with.

2. Start the day as you
mean to continue it
As you wake up in the morn-
ings, your adrenal glands natu-
rally release the stress hormone,
cortisol. The cortisol signals to
your body that you need to
wake up. It is a natural ‘stress’
that gets you going. In most
homes though, the mornings are
often the most stressful times.
Every one is rushing to get into
the bathroom, banging on doors
to wake up
reluctant school kids, main
stream news rolling out its nega-
tivity – strees is fuelled with
coffee and sugary cereals.

Don’t get pulled down by it all.
Start your day as you want it to
continue, not as you feel it is
being dictated to. Wake up 10
minutes earlier and spend those
10 minutes on your own, watch-
ing or listening to something or

someone that inspires and moti-
vates you, whether it’s a piece
of music or a sports person you
follow. Set the tone that you
want for the rest of the day.

3. Don’t forget to breathe
This might seem obvious, yet
when you get stressed, you
tense up and your breathing
gets shallower. Become aware
of your breathing, put all your
focus on your breathing, slow it,
deepen it, feel it.

4.What you resist, persists
If you start to feel a sense of
panic, open your arms wide
and welcome it. Because what
you resist, persists – if you resist
the panic, it will keep trying to
break through. So don’t resist it,
let it happen and you’ll find it
evaporates much quicker than
expected.

5. Take a walk
The old ones are always the best
– taking a walk gets endorphins
going and can help get perspec-
tive on the most difficult of situa-
tions. Sometimes all you need is
to just raise your head from the
task in hand and look to the
horizon. So when you walk, try
and keep your head raised,
breathe in the fresh air, reframe
the difficult issues around you
and get your heart pumping.

6. Get some sleep
I know, easier said than done
sometimes! But lack of sleep can

make some situations seem so
much worse than they actually
are. So if you find things getting
on top of you, make sure you
make a point of avoiding alco-
hol, switching off your phone
and having an early night. You’ll
feel so much better when you
wake the next morning.

7. Don’t be silent
Talk it out. Sometimes just get-
ting it out in the open takes the
power out of a problem and re-
lieves the stress and pressure. So
don’t brood in silence. Kate

Kate Ashley-Norman
is a communications
professional and
psychotherapist.
She partners with
conscientious fenestration
companies to strengthen
employee wellbeing.
t. 07904 345354

i

The KateAshley-NormanWellbeing Column
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I have written many articles
in the past regarding
sub-contractors and that
you are liable for their
deficiencies – and you know
there are some you can trust
implicitly and others you
need to watch.

You must remember that any
other trades (as we normally
think of builders) you employ

on a contract, you are also
liable for.

Block pavers
One common error that I note
most weeks when carrying out
inspections or structural surveys
is the relative ignorance or lack
of knowledge of the paving/
block paving trades.

A massive 90% of the houses
I inspect, where paving/block
paving has recently been
carried out, the levels have been
set incorrectly. Often the exter-
nal level sits within 150mm (2
courses) of the damp proof
course. This is unacceptable
and can lead to the types of
problems illustrated in the
photograph here. You must
ensure that any paving

contractors you employ, lay the
paving at a 1:300 fall away
from the conservatory and that
where this cannot be achieved
for ground level challenges,
then a suitable Aco drain or
French drain is set in place.

I am not a fan of the Aco
drain, the product itself works
well, however, in my experi-
ence, these drains are often
incorrectly installed.

French drain
In the next issue of The Installer
– the number one read for any-
one who installs windows,
conservatories and other home
improvements, I will describe a
simple French drain which
works very well and is simple
to construct. Don.i

WrittenbyDonWaterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABEMEWICharteredBuilding Engineer /
Building Surveyor,ExpertWitness,
AccreditedMediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

Picture:
The sub-contracted paver
on this job set the external
level within 150mm (2
courses) of the damp proof
course, leading to water
ingress – and a very
disgruntled customer and a
hefty bill for the installer that
acted as the main
contractor.

Knowing which sub-contractors you can trust and which ones you need to
keep a watchful eye on could save you a fortune – and your reputation –
writes Don Waterworth, The Installer’s Technical Expert.

Keep ’Em Peeled – Know
Which SubbiesYou Need
To KeepAn Eye On
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16 | Garden Doors & Verandas Promotional Feature| The Installer

Two issues are prominent in
homeowners’ minds right
now, Listers’ Roy Frost told
The Installer recently: rising
energy costs; and well-insu-
lated homes.
The two concerns are linked

from both a homeowner and a
home improvement company
point of view. Those companies
that capitalise on those concerns
whilst at the same time, offering
real solutions to the problems will
do well.
As an industry, we’ve been

paying lip service to energy effi-
ciency – and the wider issue of

sustainability – for about a quar-
ter of a century now. The benefits
of designing better insulated
homes and choosing energy effi-
cient products when refurbishing
your home, have been well
documented. The window indus-
try has been adept at incorporat-
ing Window Energy Ratings into
its marketing, yet there hasn’t
been a great deal of urgency –
and those messages were
often lost when it came to
sealing the deal.
Today, though, the world is

different. When you have the
government intervening to lower
energy bills, the window indus-
try can step up with a real solu-
tion to a problem and not simply
exploit a sales opportunity

High searches
In the last two weeks of August,
searches for ‘replacement
windows and doors’ were at the
highest level at any point this
year. And searches for ‘home en-
ergy efficiency’ are approaching
a year-long high, while ‘double-
glazing’ is also climbing. While
a lot of people are simply
wondering how they are going
to make rent, others – those who
can afford to – are exploring
ways to lower their energy bills
for the long term. For the time-
being, this isn’t a volume market.
People looking to improve their
homes are drawing on cash
reserves and they’ll be looking
for other features, such as
contemporary designs and the

Now Is The Right
Time For

Bi-Fold Doors

Garden Doors &Verandas
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GardenDoors&Verandas

option for aluminium – all of
which bring the opportunity for
higher margins.

Light and security
are important too
Even though energy prices dom-
inate the news headlines, home-
owners who are choosing to
insulate their homes are still influ-
enced other factors such as
bringing in more light, improved
security and opening up their
homes to the outside. Home
working is a big driver.
So, it should come as no

surprise that our Sheerline range
of products have been met with
so much enthusiasm since their
launch.
Sheerline Prestige bi-folds are

a case in point. They allow

homeowners to enjoy their
indoor and outdoor space as
one, while combining the
refined, architectural look of
aluminium and the latest thermal
and security technology.

Thermal efficiency
The multi-chamber thermal
design works with high perform-
ance glazing to create thermal
performance; Prestige bi-folds
can achieve U-values as low as
1/4W/m2K with double glazed
units (which meet the revised Part
L requirements for replacement
bi-folding doors) and
1.0W/m2K with triple glazing.
They also come with four thresh-
old options with fully weather-
sealed rebates that keep out the
worst of the British weather.

Burglary guarantee
Ultion locks are fitted as stan-
dard on Prestige bi-folds from Lis-
ters, which not only offer
anti-snap, anti-bump and anti-
pick protection, but they also
come with a £2,000.00 security
guarantee.

Style
Significantly, Prestige bi-folds
from Listers tap into the trend for
modern aesthetics, which mean
they are available in a flush fin-
ish and eight powder-coated
matt colours, a high gloss white
option or three anodised colours.
There is also the option to
choose a different colour for the
inside.

Time is money
Colour is sold on the same lead
time as our PVC-U ranges, so if a
customer gets a mixed order on
one job, then all products can
be delivered to site together.
And features such as the clip-in
bead remove the need for
wedge gasketing and speed up
installation, maximising profits in
the process.

www.listerwindows.co.uk

i



Listers’ MD Roy Frost has told The Installer
that with the right products, window
companies can offer hugely desirable
home improvements such as bi-fold
doors – and ‘fortunately’ offer solutions to
the concerns of homeowners in this time
of energy insecurity.

Listers is fabricating bi-fold
doors in the Sheerline
system from Garnalex that
not only offer a desirable
home improvement
feature, they also offer
energy efficiency as
standard.
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One product that presents a
huge opportunity for installers
to enhance their offer to
customers and increase the
overall value of their window
and door sale is the integral
blind, Ian Short told The
Installer as he answered the
question:
‘How do installers succeed in

selling the concept to home-
owners and ensure their
completed installation delights
customers for years to come?’
My firm (answered Ian Short),

Morley Glass, is the UK’s largest
and longest established manu-
facturer of integral blinds. I
believe the first key to ensuring
happy customers who never find
fault with the blinds is to make
sure they are of the highest qual-
ity. I have worked with installers
buying cheaper models who
then ask me to cut my prices. I
never do.
I simply ask how many call-

backs and unhappy customers
they have and how much they
think this is costing them in terms
of money and bad reputation.
They quickly realise that Morley
blinds are effectively cheaper in
the long-run.

Lots of options
Having lots of options available
and scope to customise the
blinds to meet all customer tastes
and styles of décor is the next
key step. On top of styles, you
want to be able to offer different

operating systems. We have
both manual and motorised
options – and remote control and
timers which are ever so popular
with homeowners buying in to
smart home technology.

Easy to install
Our products are really easy to
install – there is really no differ-
ence to our sealed units with
blinds inside and a standard
clear glazed unit. Even the mo-
torised versions don’t add that
much more difficulty and time
to the job as we do most of the
prep work here at our factories
in Morley, Yorkshire. And like
the integral blind units, we only
supply the best electrical com-
ponents and everything goes
through strict quality control.

Let’s face it, I don’t want to do
remakes and have unhappy
customers – they cost too
much.

Lead times
We offer lead times of as little as
10-12 working days, so there
are no practical hurdles to over-
come. If you want to sell these
massively popular products for
windows and bi-fold doors and
even for internal partitions, it is
more about getting into the
routine of offering integral blinds
when you are used to focusing
on the frames, glass and hard-
ware. Our Uni-Blinds range are
the ideal way to complete the
proposition to customers, giving
them a full package of windows,
doors and blinds from one



Decorative Finishes

Blinds that sit inside the two (or three) panes of glass in an IGU
are the ultimate additional sale, Ian Short of Morley Glass told
The Installer recentlyt. But how should installers sell the concept
– and ensure the installation isn’t a cause for call-backs?

Style Meets Function In
The Ultimate Add-On
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Decorative Finishes

supplier, all fitted at the same
time.
The industry’s continuous inno-

vation means there are always
new types of windows, doors
and hardware, as well as
colours, to give installers some-
thing new and different to offer.
So why not extend that thinking
to integral blinds?

Market potential
Despite not being a new
concept, the market potential for
integral blinds is huge as aware-
ness amongst homeowners is still
relatively low. And many of
those who have seen integral
blinds in commercial buildings or
fitted in high-end luxury homes
probably don’t realise that they
are available and affordable for
almost every type of window or
door, in every kind of property
from a Victorian terrace to a new
build apartment.
Morley Glass manufactures

Uni-Blinds integral blinds in
Venetian and pleated styles,
including a pleated blackout –
and a system specifically for slim
20mm IGU cavities, all available
in numerous colours.

Controls
There are five different control
systems to choose from, includ-
ing a manually operated cord-
pull system and cordless slider,
plus the motorised MB System
which can be operated by

remote control or integrated with
home automation systems such
as Loxone.

Yorkshire made
Morley Glass takes no chances
with its products. It manufactures
all its integral blinds in Yorkshire
exclusively using the ScreenLine
integral blind systems from
Pellini, the Italian company that
pioneered this type of window
shading back in the 1970s.

Growth spurt
Putting quality at the heart of
every Uni-Blinds unit has been
instrumental in our growth and
success. Overall sales volumes
have been growing constantly
since 2003 – but it is in recent
years that the company has
really seen a surge in sales.
Volumes have increased by 60%
over the last two years, reflecting
the home improvement boom but
also a growing awareness and
desire for the products. Mean-
while, TV home improvement
shows are inspiring homeowners
like never before, presenting
new ways to refurbish or
renovate their homes in ways
that they had perhaps never
considered.
People also want low mainte-

nance and hassle-free products
that they don’t have to wait
months to be delivered and that
makes Uni-Blinds integral blinds
an absolute winner.

Installer support
Morley Glass supports Uni-Blinds
installers with a range of quality
brochures and literature, along
with sample packs. The main
blind units are guaranteed for
five years.

Recycling
The company also provides an
award-winning glass recycling
service, which means installers
can send post-consumer glass
units to Morley for recycling,
rather than having to pay for
disposal – and they can tell their
customers they are doing their bit
for the environment … and we
make money from the cullet
which is all given back to local
charities.

Morley Glass’ Ian Short
below and the intergral
blinds the firm sells shown in
different settings.
www.morleyglass.co.uk

i
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DEEP BOTTOM RAIL
OPTION AVAILABLE

NO UNSIGHTLY
TRICKLE VENTS

Accepted as a variation on Condition 
11, they are considered to successfully 

mimic traditional flush casements, and 
care has been taken over details such 

as the cill and trickle ventilation…

Heritage Officer, Cotswold Council

MORTISE & TENON LOOKS  |  CHOICE OF COLOURS & WOODGRAINS  |  MATCHING FLUSH DOOR

CALL US ON
01253 888222

TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM

SAMPLES

TIMBERLOOK
FLUSH SASH

HERITAGE WINDOW
sales@timberlook.com

01253 888222 07817 816663
For more information, contact PHIL MYERS

/

TIMBERLOOK is the Flush Sash system from Affordable Windows. It boasts an authentic square mortise and tenon-looking 
fabrication for both the sash and outer frame - with none of the diagonal mitred joints that typically identify uPVC windows.

Featuring a night latch as standard and with unique design options like a deep bottom rail, traditional cill details, and concealed 
trickle ventilation - TIMBERLOOK windows are virtually identical to the most expensive wooden windows. 

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION   |   60MM SASH SIZE   |   SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR

OUR NEW 28-PAGE BROCHURE
WILL DO ALL THE SELLING FOR YOU!

HAND-CRAFTED FOR CHARACTER AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, BUT WITH A MINIMAL
AND UNDERSTATED APPEARANCE THAT IS JUST AS IDEAL FOR CONTEMPORARY PROPERTIES

TIMBERLOOK IS A MODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES HERITAGE DESIGNS

PAS24 CERTIFIED    |    SPECIFY TO DOCUMENT Q    |    ON-SITE GLAZING   |   70MM FRAME

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS

really easy.
Quoting Timberlook 
just got 

You can now quote our Timberlook 
PVCu casements in real-time with this 
exclusive experience. See your new 
Timberlook windows in your own 
property thanks to Tommy Trinder 

We are excited to announce our 
partnership with Tommy Trinder

For more information, contact the
Timberlook Sales Team - details below

mailto:sales@timberlook.com
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Products & Projects

Jack Brunsdon & Son has
been delivering handcrafted
wooden windows and doors
since the 1940s and attributes
its success to old fashioned
customer service. The firm is
now doing it themodern way
with AdminBase.
The company has always

placed a focus on the accuracy
of the products it makes and the

accompanying service.
“We use the best materials,

machinery and workmanship
and are now using customer
service software as an integral
part of delivering on the stan-
dards our customers expect,”
says Charlotte Whelan (pic-
tured), MD of Jack Brunsdon &
Son who adds: “We actually
started using the AdminBase sys-

tem from Ab Initio 20 years ago
to ensure our service levels and
our communication with cus-
tomers but as it has grown, we
have grown with it.
“As any manufacturing and in-

stallation business will know, the
day to day working environment
is busy, which can make it hard
to keep track of all the incoming
and outgoing, yet thanks to Ad-
minBase, our small team can
easily access every customer
record at any time.
“This means if a customer calls

for an update on their order, any-
one can answer that call and get
to the information they need
quickly and efficiently. It’s invalu-
able having all notes and docu-
ments pertaining to each
customer safely stored in one
place, as well as all the relevant
financial information for each
order.”

www.abinitiosoftware.co.uk

i

Old Fashioned Service Gets Modern Twist

Premier Arches has a long list
of fabricators wanting to ben-
efit from the company’s out-
sourced arched and angle
frame offering, one of which
is Listers Essex, part of the GJB
Group.
Listers is a large trade supplier

of PVC-U aluminium and timber
flush sash windows, doors and
conservatories.
“Manufacturing quality arched

and angle frames requires spe-
cific technical expertise. Premier
Arches has been the ideal sup-
plier to help us meet increased
customer demand for these pre-
mium products,” Roy Frost, Man-
aging Director, Listers
“We partnered with them back

in November 2019. For nearly
three years, they’ve delivered
consistent quality, reliability, and

service,” adds Listers’ Frost.
“We have a strong focus on pro-
fessionalism, product quality, or-
ganisation and order flow
management, qualities that are
certainly mirrored by the team at
Premier Arches. This is matched
with on-time and in-full deliveries

every time, as well as clear and
honest communication, which is
something quite hard to find in
today’s market.”

www.premierarches.co.uk
www.listerwindows.co.uk

i

Listers Leans Towards Arches Supplier
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Hardware manufacturer VBH,
the company behind the
greenteQ brand, claims that
customers that have added
the Q-Smart electronic door
handle to their door furniture

options have already seen in-
creased sales activity.

Q-Smart is a stand-alone prod-
uct that enables the user to gain
entry to their home without the
need of a traditional key. Instead,

they can use their fingerprint,
contact card or a App to gain
entry. Locking is carried out by
simply lifting the lever. Temporary
or permanent ‘keys’ can be sent
to anyone from anywhere via the
App, which is ideal for granting
access to carers, Airbnbers or
when family members need to be
let in unexpectedly. Companies
who buy Q-Smart have the op-
tion of joining the Q-Smart Net-
work, which is a list of
companies that end users are di-
rected to if they contact VBH for a
Q-Smart quote or installation. Di-
rect marketing of Q-Smart in-
cludes localised advertising and
telesales campaigns, advertising
in well-known national consumer
titles and even sponsorship in the
2022 British Touring Car Cham-
pionship.

vbhgb.com k

i

Smart Moves
Products & Projects
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Hurst Doors is launching an
Installation of the Month
competition commencing in
October and prize winners
will receive a year’s free sub-
scription to the retail version
of the Hurst Composite Door
Designer, worth £399.00.

To be in with a chance to win,
all the company’s customers
have to do is send in their pic-
tures of recent door installations.

The Hurst team will then judge
the winner, with the help of
followers voting for their
favourite on Hurst’s social chan-
nels. The most popular will be
awarded ‘Installation of the
Month’ and win the prize. In
addition, the homeowner of the
winning installation will also
receive a £50.00 Amazon
voucher.

“We know that every week,

our fantastic customers complete
hundreds of stunning installations
all across the country,” says
Mark Atkinson, Sales Director for
Hurst Doors who adds: “With
our new competition, we want to
shine a light on their workman-
ship and skill.”

Easily integrated
into an installer’s web-
site, Hurst’s user-
friendly door designer
allows homeowners
to tailor the perfect
door to their needs
and preferences. The
designer can be fully
customised to feature
a company’s brand-
ing and allows
installers to send per-
sonalised emails to
their customers.

To enter the competi-

tion, installers of Hurst Doors can
either share their project images
on Facebook, Instagram or
Twitter, making sure to tag
Hurst Doors or alternatively,
send in their images to
marketing@hurstdoors.co.uk i

Door Designer Up For Grabs
For Installation Of The Month

Trade News

Open Day Success For Clearview Glaziers

A recent open day held by
Epwin Window Systems’
fabricator Clearview Glaziers
has allowed the company to

show off its offering to
existing and potential new
customers.

Taking centre stage was

Clearview’s full range of Epwin
Stellar aluminium products. The
fabricator was the first to
manufacture using the system
and it recently invested in a new
aluminium CNC machine to
increase its production output by
an additional 20% to keep pace
with demand.

“The aim was to attract new
installers and cement existing
relationships. We more than
achieved these aims and we’ve
secured several new customers
as a result,” says Robin Squibb
a director at Clearview. “The
aesthetics of Stellar are an
instant draw for our customers
with its flush slim sightlines,” con-
tinues Squibb. “Plus, it is very
easy to install. As expected, the
Stellar products attracted a great
deal of interest and we signed
up several new customers on the
day.” i
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Sheerline’s newest appointments will bolster
the sales team and support its ambitious
expansion plans – and generally bring joy to
the organisation claims the company.
In just two years, the Sheerline brand has built a

reputation for being one of the most innovative
aluminium window and door systems on the
market. It was successfully launched after
Derbyshire manufacturer, Garnalex, spotted a
gap in the market for premium UK made
aluminium windows, doors and roof lanterns that
offered easy fabrication and installation, thermal
efficiency and stylish aesthetics.
The newest member of the Sheerline sales team

is George Esler as Area Sales Manager to look
after customers based in the North. As part of his
new role, he is supporting installers and fabrica-
tors who are ready to switch to Sheerline’s
comprehensively Part L compliant system.
In addition, Tony Basile (pictured right) has been

promoted to Sheerline Sales Director. He has
worked for Garnalex CEO Roger Hartshorn since

1991 at Eurocell, Liniar and now Sheerline. In his
new role, Basile is responsible for the sales team
and spearheads growing the Sheerline brand.
Basile says: “As we grow, the intention is to

expand the team and make sure we continue to
give our network the high level of support they
have become accustomed to.” i
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Following a record breaking
year, arched and angled
frame specialists Premier
Arches has been named a
finalist in the prestigious
Scale-Up Awards.
The company has been nomi-

nated for the ‘Manufacturing
Excellence’ Award, that recog-
nises businesses with ‘a world-
class manufacturing ethos,
outstanding productivity and
business performance to match’.
Organised by Business Leader, a
leading media company for
entrepreneurs, CEOs and
investors, the Scale-Up Awards
celebrate high-growth compa-
nies. The awards are overseen
by an independent panel of
judges that includes Dragon’s
Den investor Touker Suleyman,
PensionBee Co-founder Jonathan
Lister Parsons and other es-
teemed business figures.
The nomination follows a

record breaking year for Premier
Arches, with increasing demand

across its entire product range,
which includes arched, angled,
gable, circular and entirely be-
spoke windows and doors in a
range of systems.
“Despite a challenging time

for the industry as a whole,
we’ve seen our most successful

year yet, thanks to both our
product offering which takes the
hassle out of profile bending
and our commitment to deliver-
ing the quality products
matched with customer service,”
says Sean Greenall, MD at
Premier Arches. i

Premier Rises Up The Scale
Trade News

Sheer Joy At New Appointments
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FDS30s External Composite Fire Doors
now with Triple Q-Mark for Fire Smoke &

Security

BSEN1634 Tested
from both sidesfor fire & smoke

The ONLY Composite Fire Door
FULLY COMPLIANT with

DLUHC government guidlines and
Building Regulations
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PURPLEXED 
ABOUT YOUR 
MARKETING?
In a world where marketing and customer behaviour is constantly 
changing, you could be forgiven for being in a state of confusion 
when it comes to your own marketing.

As a fully integrated marketing agency, Purplex is powered to 
alleviate this stress and help ambitious companies like yours build 
their reputation, business, and future.

With more than 35 years industry experience our specialist teams 
build campaigns that cut-through the noise and create integrated, 
consistent, and clear messages across all platforms to build brand 
awareness and drive your business to greater heights.

HQ: 200 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

T: 020 3137 9319
E: grow@purplexmarketing.com | W: www.purplexmarketing.com
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The Glazing summit takes
place on 18 October at
Edgbaston Stadium, writes
Andrew Scott – and there will
be plenty to discuss as the
roller-coaster ride in the
glazing industry continues,
with fenestration currently
facing somehugechallenges.
Getting through the pandemic

and the last two years was just the
beginning and after the boom in
home improvements, business has
slowed. The energy shortage may
mean that things get worse before
they get better.

How will owners and directors
navigate the next few years?
For some, economic uncertainty
and rising costs will take their toll,
particularly those servicing mount-
ing debt. Where there are chal-
lenges, however, there are
opportunities and for others, the
future may present new opportuni-
ties to invest in growth or even
acquire customers, suppliers or
competitors.

Business insight
For the last three years, apart from
2020 due to Covid, the Glazing
Summit has provided the perfect
space to bring the industry
together to discuss the bigger
issues, inform those in attendance
and discuss solutions that can help
shape the future. I will be reveal-
ing the facts and figures of how
the industry has fared from the
Insight Data State of the Industry
Survey and provide my view on
the future, before we start an
exciting agenda as our panels of
industry experts get underway.

What’s on the agenda?
Material shortages plagued the
industry during the pandemic, yet

with skyrocketing price increases
and the threat of energy short-
ages, some industry leaders fear
the worst is yet to come.
Our new supply chain crisis

debate will discuss whether the
industry has recovered lead-times
and customer service levels and
the likely impact of the energy
crisis.

Regulations
With legislation driving change
across the industry, our regulation
minefield debate will discuss the
latest regulations including Part L
and Part F of the Building Regs,
Document Q and other changes
on the radar. We will also ask
how the industry is responding
across the supply chain and how
we tackle those failing to comply.

Skills and opportunity
The world is changing and for the
glazing industry to attract quality
staff, build trust with customers
and raise business standards we
must embrace new thinking and
attitudes. Our people and skills de-
bate will ask whether the industry
is doing enough to encourage
women into the sector and chal-
lenge taboo perceptions around
mental health and well-being.

Innovation
With changing consumer trends
and advances in technology, we
ask industry leaders what the
future for innovation looks like,
discuss the latest product
upgrades and introductions and
ask what opportunities there are
for the industry to diversify and
add value to avoid the ‘race to the
bottom’ on price.

Inspiring keynotes
We have two wonderful keynote
speakers.
William Hobbs, Chief Invest-

ment Officer for Barclays Wealth
Management & Investments and
frequent contributor of economic
insight to Bloomberg, CNBC and
many other media outlets, will
share his deep insights on the
economic outlook and what the
road ahead may look like for UK
business.
Legendary retail and customer

experience expert Peter Cross,
who was director of John Lewis
and Waitrose for eight years and
business partner of Mary Portas
for ten, will share his insights on
the future of shopping and how
the home improvement industry
can become irresistible to its
target customers. i

Book you tickets on t. 01934 808293,
hello@glazingsummit.co.uk or visiting
www.glazingsummit.co.uk

Roller Coaster Ride
To The Summit
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FENSA Avoids The Kwasi
I have to say that when the directors of FENSA put an embargo
until 26 September on allowing the press to report it had
discovered two IT system failures, I thought this is going to be
as embarrassing as a Liz Truss/Kwasi Kwarteng tax backdown
(not that I knew the new Conservative incompetents, who have
replaced the previous Conservative incompetents, would make
such a laughing stock of themselves at the time).
FENSA’s woe has seen installers receive two invoices for the
same job – and a whopping 35,000 insurance backed
guarantees that were paid for but never delivered. Now that
would normally be something to be quite red faced about.
However, in typical style, the GGF Group has admitted the
failings, made provisions for putting it right and quelled any
suggestion it might be exposed to a financial risk.
So, well played the GGF and FENSA for letting us know they
are not going down the khazi like Kwasi … surely he has to
go. And hopefully Truss will be trussed up and shown the door
not long after – leaving it open for that nice Mr Sunak who
clearly would have done a proper job and perhaps restored
some faith in the party in power.

New Carport & Canopy System
We don’t often feature new products on our News pages – but
this one caught my eye. Leka Systems has launched the new
carport & canopy system – it is definitely worth a butchers.

70% of Space for FIT Show 2023 Allocated
And so will the FIT Show be worth a butchers too … it is 70%
filled (well exhibitors have committed with an option to pull out)
but it will be much bigger in May next year with a line-up of
new products especially those that are definitely not windows,
entrance doors or bi-folds. I am already looking forward to it.

Ultra-Energy Efficient New Systems Unveiled
Again, another product featured on our News pages.
Deceuninck has launched its new Elegant window and door
system, which has been engineered to maximise thermal
performance and promote its sustainability credentials. UK MD
told me on a Euro trip to see the company’s impressive
recycling facilities ‘This is a game changer. It is a huge
innovation’. I believe him…take a butchers on Page 6.

Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
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Baypole Jacks

Colour Applicators

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST

FORWINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE

ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Conservatory Roofs

Tel: 07932 243 008 Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

PROFINDER www.profinder.eu

Flyscreens Handling Equipment

Planning Consultants

Window openers

Profile Bending
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ToAdvertise
Call Mehreen
Haroon-Ali
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Profile Bemding

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

� PVCU profile bending arch
and angle specialists

� 7-10 working day turn
around

� Over 20 years experience
� Competitive prices

Spares for Repairs

Andywrap®Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

Call Freephone:
0800 0850006
sales@andywrap.net

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE

• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Window Protection Film

Window Bags & Display Cases

G.M.FORMERS 

DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES

t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279

e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

Profile Bending
Machinery

“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors •  Flat, Bridge, Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges

For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Corner Protectors

PROFINDER Tel: 07932 243 008 Email:
mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
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